Abstract. Breast cancer is a very common disease and the cause of death of many people. It has been proven that prevention decreases the death rate, but the costs of diagnosis and image processing are very high when applied to all the population with potential risk. This paper studies an existent computer aided diagnosis method using neural network and improves its detection success rate from 60% to 73%. This improvement is achieved due to the use of image and statistical operators over concentric regions around the tumor boundaries.
State of the Art
Breast cancer is the most common cancer among women worldwide representing a 31% of all tumors in the female population [1, 11] . Screening by mammography alone, with or without physical examination of the breasts, plus follow-up of individuals with positive or suspicious findings, will reduce mortality from breast cancer by up to one-third among women aged from 50 to 69 years. Unfortunately, mammography is an expensive test that requires great care and expertise both to perform and in the interpretation of results. It is therefore currently not a viable option for many countries [8, 9, 11] . Computer systems set on the classification of tumors found on mammographies may be of greater help during the diagnosis process in general hospitals [2, 5] .
Proposed Workarounds
The first workaround was the use of The Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM), a compilation made by the University of South Florida (USF) as a test-and-train database [6, 7] .
Improvements available in this database
• Provides images with a higher resolution.
• Contains a bigger number of images.
• Has additional information at disposal. i.e. tumor boundaries.
The second workaround is the use of an image filter allowing gradient changes to perform efficient boundary detection.
The third workaround is the analysis of the anomaly as is, and not the whole breast. In order to do that the additional tumor boundary information provided by the database must be used. In the production stage, when new acquired images are to be classified, a method to automatically shape the tumors is to be used. The implementation of such algorithm is not in the scope of this paper.
Generating Boundary Regions
A region is defined as a section of the image surface with a specified distance to the boundary. Having known the shape of the anomaly, it is possible to generate a set of concentric regions and another one for the core of the tumor. This work has used 10 regions inside and outside the boundaries and another one in the middle as the tumor core. The usage of regions is very important because the boundary gradient is normal to the region width and providing a good set up for the Sobel operator explained below.
Having a list of pixels belonging to the boundary there are many possible algorithms to calculate adjacent regions. One possible way is applying the Bellman-Ford [3] or the even faster Dijkstra [4] algorithms considering the shape boundary bitmap as a graph where each pixel has a connection weighted 1 to the four immediately adjacent ones and the boundary pixels as start points with null distance between them. Since both weights are non-negative numbers, the Dijkstra algorithm should be preferred. This way to separate regions is very fast and may be stopped when the desired number of regions is reached. There is no need to process all the pixels. The most important disadvantages of this algorithm are that it uses the taxicab 1-norm metric as distance measure and the boundary curve must be a closed shape.
Another way to achieve region separation is applying a Gaussian filter to the shape bitmap. With the resultant image it is possible to define brightness intervals with respective regions associated to them. The Gaussian radius should be considerably as big as to generate distant regions. This algorithm is using a Euclidean 2-norm measure of distance but requires more time to calculate the convolution between the big-enough Gaussian matrix and the whole input image.
Sobel Operator
Sobel operator is an image filter capable of transforming an image into two others representing the increment of brightness in each pixel compared to the surrounding ones. Both generated images may be represented either in Cartesian coordinates (x,y) or in polar ones (module, argument). As a result, the Sobel module image will show brighter pixels on abrupt changes and the Sobel argument image will show the direction of this change [10] .
Malignant tumors (cancer) spread themselves to other placements (metastases) and to adjacent tissues (local invasion) causing potential danger. In the other hand, benign tumors do not spread to other locations, having more defined boundaries. The fact that cancer invades adjacent tissues makes their boundaries not so abrupt in images and therefore much more sensitive to a Sobel module filter.
The proposed workaround calculates mean bright, variance and size for a specified region and image. In figure 1, cases a, Some final generated images are shown as figures 2 to 4, where the original, Sobel argument and Sobel module are shown respectively. Note that the original image is not directly the one obtained from the database, it has been pre-processed to drop out the radiographic labels.
After images are generated, they are separated in different regions according to the shape of the tumor and then the mean, variance and size of each resultant region is calculated. The input of the back propagation neural network should be the real numbers obtained in this process. 
Experiment Description
Experiments have been performed with images from the DDSM and their preprocessing was the one described in the previous work by [5] . Lowest and highest bright values have been detected and readjusted using linear conversion to generate a grayscale image of 16 bits.
After this process, each image with shaped anomalies was applied the Sobel filter to generate both polar components.
Different back propagation neural network input setups had been tested including or excluding the mean, variance and size of each region in each of the three images (original, Sobel module and argument).
For each configuration, one third of the data had been kept back for the verification process. The remaining two thirds were used to train the network. After training the verification was performed running the network with the kept-back third of the data to compare the results with the previously known ones obtaining a success ratio.
Experimental Results
After suppressing the error of each study considering it as a True/False answer and then calculating the success rate the achieved value was 73%, independently of its error interval. It was found a correlation between the wrong-detected images and bad-shaped tumors on the input database.
It was also observed that an argument Sobel filter and a variance were not necessary in any of the images and it has an overloading element for the network and, in some cases, adding noise and deteriorating the results.
The best results achieved had used 10 layers for each side of the boundary.
For the tested data set, the setup with a higher success rate was a neural network with three layers, having 12 neurons in the middle hidden one.
The average timing to process 271 images, including decompression and Sobel operator was of 42 minutes and the average training time was inside an interval between 3 a 5 minutes. The computer used was an average-fast computer sold in 2008.
Conclusions
Stated workarounds achieved better success rates than the previous work, that is a 73% over a 60%.
The shape and boundary type of the tumors is important and the Sobel filter (only the module part) proved to be useful to detect them. The variance applied to all the images and the Sobel argument image had shown no improvement after the classification process.
Developing an algorithm to improve bound accuracy should increase dramatically the success rates.
